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ABSTRACT

This report presents detailed plans for an investigation, in

depth, of the factors which contribute to the cycle capability of

cells built with oxygen recombination and oxygen sensing control

electrodes. The purpose of this program is to optimize the design

parameters for such cells, and extend their usefulness for space-

craft applications.

Included is a description of the cells and equipment to be

used in the.program, as well as the detailed test plans. Prelim-

inary cell performance characteristics are also reported.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 Background and Objective

Results obtained in a recently completed study, "Char-

acterization of Recombination and Control Electrodes

for Spacecraft Nickel-Cadmium Cells", Contract NAS 5-

10261, indicate that cells containing recombination and

control electrodes are capable of prolonged cycling under

regimes which could not be met by cells of conventional

design. Prototype cells were cycled over the -20°C to

40°C temperature range at depths-of-discharge up to 75%

on a 90 minute orbit.

The improvements in cycle capability demonstrated by

these cells are the result of two interacting factors:

the recombination electrode and the high percentage of

the excess negati ,., capacity in the charged state.

The recombination electrode has as its primary function

the maintenance of safe pressure levels within the cell

by recombining the oxygen generated by the positive

plates during charge. It also returns the pressure to

a low level during open circuit and discharge portions

of the cycle, insuring that the subsequent charge will
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not be terminated by a premature signal from the oxygen-

sensing	 ontrol electrode on account of residual oxygenY8en

pressure.	 This electrode also provides a catalyst which

can promote the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen.

In this manner it also prevents excessive pressures due

to accumulation of hydrogen in the toll.	 This mechanism

hydrogen for the safe removal of anygenerated allows

cells to be constructed with a high percentage of the

excess negative capacity in the charged state.	 Cells

so constructed are designed to minimize or eliminate

negative fading thereby insuring that the positive elec-

trode remains limiting.

This program is directed at optimizing the design para-

meters for spacecraft nickel-cadmium cells containing

recombination and control electrodes. The objective is

to increase the deep cycle capability of such cells and

to further extend their usefulness for spacecraft appli-

cations.

To provide program visibility for reporting and monitor-

ing purposes, the program has been broken down into six

tasks, as follows:

I
f
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1.2 Task I - Assembly of Cells and Test Equipment

The objective of chis task was to assemble the cells

and cycle equipment required for carrying out the

k	 t quarter,remaining tasks. During the firs qu rt , 93 cells

to carry out the experimental program and for delivery

to NASA/GSFC upon completion of the program were assem-

bled. Automatic cycle equipment, which is capable of

cycling the 6 AH test cells at depths-of-discharge to

75% on 90 minute orbits, was also assembled.

1.3 Task II - Auxiliary Electrode Stability

The objective of this task is to determine the long-term

mechanical and electrical stability of both the oxygen

recombination and oxygen-sensing control electrodes. This

will be accomplished by subjecting the test cells to pro-

longed cycling at elevated temperatures, and periodically

comparing the performance of the individual electrodes,

under fixed conditions, to their performance measured

under these same conditions prior to cycling.

1.4 Task III - Optimize Recombination_ Load Impedance, and

Task IV	 Optimize Precharge Level

The objectives of these tasks are to determine the effect
4

of the recombination-to-cadmium load impedance and the

level of negative precharge on a) deep cycle capability

and b) pressure behavior of cells. The experiments for

3
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these tasks will be run together, so that the effect of

any interactions between the factors can be evaluated,

and the optimum levels of Lhe factors can be determined.

145 Task V - Other Cell Characteristics

Under this task are included test programs to determine

the performance of Cells on continuous overcharge, the

hydrogen recombination ability and performance during

reversal, and to determine the maintenance of the nega-

tive precharge.

1.6 Task VI - Post-Cycle Tear-Down Analyses

The objective of this task is to evaluate the extent to

which the various cycle regimes employed in the above

tasks result in physical damage to the plates, separa-

tors, or the auxiliary electrodes.

Additional data will be accumulated under Task VI since

one cell from each temperature regime presently under-

going life testing (cells submitted to NASA under pre-

vious contract NAS 5-10261) will also be subjected to

tear-down analysis.

4
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2.0	 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

2.1	 Task I - Assembly of Cells and TcsL Eguiment

2.1.1	 Cell Design and Assembly

Calls for experimental purposes and for delivery

to Goddard Space Flight. Center were built accord-

ing to the design develuped under Contract NAS 5-

10261(l),	 The cells, of six ampere-hour nominal

capacity, were all built from the same lots of

both negative and positive plates, thus elimina-

ting any variations due to lot-by-lot differences

in the plates.

The plate pack consists of 11 negative and 10 pos-

itive plates and non-woven nylon separator.	 The

recombination electrode (R-4 type - 5.00 mg/cm2

catalyst and 1.20 mg/cm2 TFE) consists of two

pieces, each 1.5X5.0 cm located along the narrow

edge of the pack.	 The oxygen-sensing control elec-

trode	 (#I in Ref.	 1, page 12), of 10 cm2 area, is

located on one broad face of the pack. 	 Descrip-

tions of the recombination and control electrodes

used in these cells may be found in Reference 1.

Electrical connection to the recombination electrode

is made via the cell case, to which these electrode se
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are welded.	 The alectnical connection to the

control electrode is through a special terminal

located on the coven.	 This electrode configura-

tion allows for the variation of the resistance

between the negative p lates and both auxiliary

electrodes.

Calls for use in the experimental program were

filled with 34/o KOH electrolyte, and subjected

to manual screening cycles prior to conducting
w

the various pre-cycle characterization tests out-

lined below for the specific tasks. 	 Cells for

later delivery to Goddard space Flight Center are

being stored without electrolyte, and will be

filled and the state of charge adjusted to the

optimized value determined from this contract,

only immediately prior to the pre-shipment test-

ing.

The manual cycles consisted of charging at 600 mA

(C/10) for 16 hours, followed by a discharge at

3.0A.	 All cells tr:3ted had capacities in excess

of 5.8 AH, the overall capacity being about 6. 2 AH.

Table II lists the individual cell capacities ob-

p

tained at the 3.OA discharge rate tc a 1.00 volt

end point at 75°F.

^.
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2.1.2 Test Equipm

Two basic units for cycling and monitoring

cells have been assembled. The Eirst of these,

designed orimarily for Task II cycle requirements,

has the capability of cycling cells at any rate to

10 amperes. Charging is done to a fixed percentage

return, but inclusion of a transistorized charge

control circuit would permit termination of the

charge from a control electrode signal. Equipment

for continuously monitoring and recording cell and

control electrode voltages is also included.

The second basic unit is capable of cycling cells

on up to nine different regimes simultaneously,

using three different cycle rates and three different

percentages overcharge. Facilities for monitoring

and recording cell and auxiliary electrode voltages

for the cells cycled by this equipment is also

available.

In general, all cycle tests will be conducted with

the charge and discharge rate the same. The per-

centage overcharge will be varied by adjusting the

I
I	 7
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length of the recharge. Cells after completing

charge will rest at open circuit during any

unused portion of the one-hour "daylight" period,

with no trickle charges employed. Recharge will

be done to fixed percentages, although all cycle

units can be quickly modified to provide for

charge termination from a control electrode signal.

2.2 Task II - Auxiliary Electrode Stability

2.2.1 Experimental Approach

The long-term mechanical and electrical stability

c.f both the recombination and control electrodes

may be determined by comparing their characteris-

tics after periods of cycling to their character-

istics as determined prior to cycling. Cycling

will be carried out at elevated temperatures

(using an extended overcharge ) so as to accelerate

any degradation processes which may occur. A

detailed plan for carrying out this task is out-

lined below:

A. Pre-cycle Characterizations:	 r

1. Cell capacity, 3 cycles

2. Steady-state overcharge pressures at

-20°C, 25'C, 40° C.

8
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3. Control electrode xesponse at C/2 at

-20°C, 25°C, 40°C.

4. Recombination electrode polarization at

-20 °C C.

B. Cycle:

1. 40°C, 25% DOD, 1507 charge return.

2. Monitor cell voltage, pressure, control

electrode voltage, and recombination

electrode current.

C. Periodic Re-characterization:

1. Remove cells from cycling at regular

intervals.

2. Re-determine the following cell and

electrode characteristics:

a. Cell capacity

b. Overcharge pressure at -20°C

c. Control electrode response at -20°C

d. Recombination electrode polarization

at -20° C.

2.2.2 Results and Discussion

During the first quarter, the cells required for

this task were subjected to a limited number of

the pre-cycle characterization steps. All cells

1
1
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were given two capacity cycles, and the average

capacity for the six cells set aside for this task

was 6.2 AH. Forty-eight hour overcharge pressures

at 400 C, -20°C and 25°C at rates of C/8 (0.75A) and

C/10 (0.6A), (with the recombination electrodes not

connected to the negative plates) are recorded in

Table I. The pressures obtained were slightly

higher than found in cells of conventional design.

However, cells with recombination and control elec-

trodes contain more electrolyte than-cells of con-

ventional design, and this would result in higher

overcharge pressures when the recombination elec-

trodes are not utilized.

Characterization of the recombination and control

electrodes, as outlined in Section 2.2.1, has been

started. Results of these tests will be presented

in the next report.

2.3 Task III - Optimize Recombination Load Impedance. and

Task IV - Optimize Precharge Level

The impedance between the recombination electrode and

the negative plates is a critical factor in operation of

cells containing both recombination and control electrodes.

It must be selected so as to limit the recombination of

10
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I	 oxygen to a fraction of that generated during overcharge.

	

E	 In that manner, a pressure rise, suitable for detection

by the control electrode, is obtained. The rate of re-

	

d	 combination may also affect the cycle capability of cells

by altering the reserve of charged cadmium present during

the discharge. The extent to which this occurs will be

determined in this task.

Another factor known to increase cycle capability, espec-

ially on deep discharge and at elevated temperatures, is

	

i	 the presence of a large reserve of charged negative capa-

city. While the amount required approaches all the excess

negative available, the optimum amount has not been estab-

lished. This will also be accomplished in this task.

The experiments planned for these two tasks are being con-

ducted together. In this way interactions between these

two factors can be determined, and design parameters for

cells containing both recombination and control electrodes

may be set. The experiments, outlined below, have been

designed to facilitate the analysis of the results using

regression techniques.

A. Pre-cycle characterizations;

1. Cell capacity, 3 cycles.

11
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2. Cell free volume.	 This value must be known

to accurately adjust and/or measure the level

of negative	 rechar e.g	 P	 g

3. Steady state overcharge pressure at cycle con-

ditions.

4. Control electrode response at cycle conditions.

B.	 Precharge and Recombination Load:

Select 3 levels of precharge, (80%, 90%, and 100%)

and three levels of recombination load, 	 (0.1,	 1.0,

and 2.0 ohms) and set-up in a full factorial array:

LOAD	 PRECNARGE LEVEL

80%	 90%	 100%

0.1	 X	 X	 Xohm

1.0 ohm	 X	 X	 X

2.0 ohm	 X	 X	 X

(Each X represents 2 cells)

C.	 Cycle:

1. Nine cells at WC to 50% DOD, nine cells at

25° C to 75% DOD.

2 Monitor cell voltage	 d pressure, control elec-Moni o	 e	 vo tag	 an	 p	 ,

trode voltage, and recombination current.

3. Cycle until end-of-discharge voltage falls below

0.50 volt.

4. Redetermine cell and auxiliary electrode charac-

teristics.

lw
12
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5 Analyze cycle data and determine the optimumtimumy	 y	 p

values of the parameters evaluated.

D. Test at optimum conditions:

1. Precharge cells to optimum level, as deter-

mined above.

2. Connect optimum recombination load, as deter-

mined above.

3. Subject to cycling at both 40° C to 50% DOD and

25°C to 75% DOD.

2.4 Task V - Other Cell Characteristics

2.4.1 Performance on Continuous Overcharge

The performance of conventional cells during con-
.

tinuous overcharge, at low rates, is well known.

In this task, the performance of cells with recom-

bination and control electrodes during overcharge

at rates not compatible with cells of conventional

design, will be determined. The test program will

be straight-forward, and will include overcharging

at temperatures between -20°C and 40°C, at rates of

C/5 0 C/2, and, where possible, C.

2.4.2 Hydrogen Recombination and Cell Reversal

It is known that the recombination electrodes

incorporated in these cells contain a catalyst

capable of promoting the combination of hydrogen

^^	 13
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and oxygen in the cell. The effectiveness of

this catalyst to electrochemically recombine

hydrogen, or to recombine both asses when lame g	 g

amounts of hydrogen are present, as following a

reversal of the cell, will be determined in this

}	 task.

The hydrogen recombination ability of the recom-

bination electrode will be determined by back-

filling test cells with an atmosphere of pure

hydrogen and monitoring the recombination current

and the pressure decay. These tests will be

conducted over the -20°C to 40°C temperature range.

The ability of the recombination electrodes to

remove the hydrogen generated when cells are over-

discharge (reversed) will be determined by over-

discharging cells, which have been precharged and

_	 have recombination loads as determined in Section

2.3, and observing cell voltage, pressure, and

auxiliary electrode behavior. The cells will then

be returned to normal cycling to determine whether

there is any accumulation of hydrogen, and whether

+	 the reversal has had any permanent effect on the

cell or the auxiliary electrodes.
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2.4.3 Maintenance of Negative Precharger

The relative states-of-charge of the plates in a

sealed cell should not change during cycling,

unless there is a net flow of oxygen into or out

of the cell. The amount of charged excess nega-

tive capacity after cycling should be the same

as before. Corrections may have to be applied to

account for the capacity stored as gas in the cell,
but as cells generally return to very near zero

pressure after cycling, this is usually only a

trivial amount.

In order to demonstrate this, cells with known

amounts of negative precharge will be cycled,

and cells periodically removed from cycling and

the amount of excess negative capacity remaining

determined. This determination can be made by

fully discharging the cell and then adding oxygen.

The amount of excess charged negative is directly

proportional to the amount of oxygen consumed and

can thus be readily determined.

2.5 Task VI - Post-Cycle Tear Down Analyses

Selected cells, after cycling, will be torn down and

examined for physical damage to the plates, auxiliary

electrodes, and for separator. The extent, if any, of

15
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migration of the catalyst from the recombination electrodes

will also be determined.

Other tests and examinations, not outlined in the above

tasks, may, from time-to-time be added as results of the

tests indicate. Similarly, results may eliminate the

need to perform certain of these tests.

E

S
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3.0 WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER

The calls required for Took II should be completely charac-

terized, and cycling at 400 C underway. Results showing any
0

changes in the auxiliary electrode behavior as a result of

short-term 40% cycling should be available.

Cells for the remaining tasks should also be fully charac-

terized. Cycling for Tasks III and IV may be initiated.

10
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TABLE T
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i
1

48 Hour Overcharge Pressures*
(Recombination Electrode Disconnects:. j_

-20 0 C	 25' C	 400C

C/8 83 psig 50 psig

92
C

psig 61 psig

118 psig 68 psig

78 psig 49 psig

123 psig 75 psig

-------------------- ----- -------------------------- 4L2§ '8-----

C/10 56 psig 20 psig

70 psig 24 psig

84 psig 35 ps ig

75 psig 24 psig

92 psig 42 psig

---------------
55 psig

------
20

-------
psig

------

C/20 66 psig

76 psig

99 psig

102 psLg

94 psig

71 psig

*The design level of electrolyte is 20 % greater in this
type cell.

h^ 'i
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TAB... L.; II

Capacity (AH) to 1.00V @ 3.OA Discharge Rate

Task II: Task IV:

Cell Caplaci.ty (AH) Cell #

1 6.45 1
2 6.08 2
3 6.50 3
4 6.49 4
5 6.49 5
6 6.37 6

Task III:

Cell. #	 Capacity (AH)

1 6.25
2 6.20
3 6.55
4 6.14
5 6.?3
6 6.58
7 5.95
8 6.51
9 6.30

10 6.14 
11 5.99
12 6.19
13 6.54
14 5.97
15 5.83
16 6.03
17 6.12
18 6.09

19

Capacity (AH)

6.43
6.29
6.51
6.33
6.31
6.19
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